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The 1st International SymposiumonOstracoda (ISO)was held inNaples (1963). The philosophybehind this sym-
posium and the logical outcome of what is now known as the International Research Group onOstracoda (IRGO)
are here reviewed, namely ostracodology over the last 50 years is sociologically analysed. Three different and im-
portant historic moments for the scientific achievements of this domain are recognised. The first one, between
about 1963 and 1983, is related to applied research for the oil industry aswell as to the great interest in the better
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2 Below are acronyms for the 27 authors of the review
which we refer to their written contribution deposite
section (Sd): D. L. Danielopol (DLD.), A. Baltanás (AB), P.
S. Crasquin (SC), P. De Deckker (PDD), L. Decrouy (L
Uffenorde (HGU), D. J. Horne (DJH), S. Iepure (SI), D. Key
A. Lord (AL), K. Martens (KM), R. Matzke-Karasz (RMK)
(HJO), N. Pugliese (NP), A. Russo (AR), B. Sames (BS), I. Sc
A. Smith (AS), F. Viehberg (FV), K.Wouters (KW), I. Yassin
are available only in the on-line version of this issue. Note
the Supplementary data for the information on H.S. Puri (P
for DJS, namely (I) refers to the information on Imaging a
description of themarine environment by both zoologists and palaeontologists. Another important aspect during
this period was thework by researchers dealing with Palaeozoic ostracods, who had their own discussion group,
IRGPO. Gradually, the merger of this latter group with those dealing with post-Palaeozoic ostracods at various
meetings improved the communication between the two groups of specialists. A second period was
approximately delineated between 1983 and 2003. During this time-slice, more emphasis was addressed to en-
vironmental research with topics such as the study of global events and long-term climate change.
Ostracodologists profited also from the research “politics” within national and international programmes.
Large international research teams emerged using new research methods. During the third period (2003–2013),
communication and collaborative research reached a global dimension. Amongst the topics of research we cite
the reconstruction of palaeoclimate using transfer functions, the building of large datasets of ostracod distributions
for regional and intercontinental studies, and the implementation of actions that should lead to taxonomic
harmonisation. Projects within which molecular biological techniques are routinely used, combined with
sophisticated morphological information, expanded now in their importance. The documentation of the
ostracod description improved through new techniques to visualise morphological details, which stimulated
also communication between ostracodologists. Efforts of making available ostracod information through
newsletters and electronic media are evoked.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The subject we present here has different motivations and the way
we will develop them will certainly surprise. Hence a necessary expla-
nation follows below.

Professor Gioacchino Bonaduce, one of the main contributors to the
first ostracod meeting held in 1963 in Naples, proposed during the 3rd
EuropeanOstracodologists'Meeting, hosted in Bierville, France, 1996, to
organise in Italy another International Symposium on Ostracoda (ISO)
at the beginning of the new century. The idea was to honour the mem-
ory of the enthusiastic generation of ostracodologists who launched at
the 1963 meeting in Naples a vast programme dealing with collabora-
tive work on ostracods. The initial working-group was the Committee
on Recent Ostracoda, which later became what we now call the
“International Research Group on Ostracoda” (IRGO). Through its
activities, ostracodology became a synthetic research venture which
progressed steadily. The Bonaduce proposal was realised 2013 with the
organisation of the 17th ISO-meeting in Rome (Italian Ostracodologists'
Group, International Research Group on Ostracoda, 2013).

During a discussion that started in April 2012 on the e-mail listserver
OSTRACON concerning the present status of specialists working on os-
tracods, it was noted that the number of ostracodologists worldwide
had diminished in recent years, and this situation could be related to
unfavourable politics of funding scientific research in many countries.
It was the idea of one of us (DLD) to review the development of the os-
tracod workers' community, now called IRGO, over the last 50 years,
namely to follow the important moments of the scientific research
within a sociologic framework. We decided to restrict our project to a
synthetic exposé for which a number of colleagues agreed to contribute
with their own records and personal views on the various moments in
the development of ostracodology during the 50 year period. The
preparation of the review was managed as a co-inspiring project by a
number of colleagues who collectively were named Ostracodophili (the
ostracod lovers). This review with the title used here was the opening
lecture to the 17th ISO convention (Ostracodophili, 2013). Besides the
various written contributions offered by the authors of this review,2
used in the text and/or with
d in the Supplementary data-
Carbonel (PC), J-P. Colin (JPC),
D), E. Gliozzi (EG), H. Groos-
ser (DK), L. S. Kornicker (LSK),
, C. G. Miller (GM), H. J. Oertli
hön (IS), David J. Siveter (DJS),
i (IY). Sd— Supplementary data,
that DK(P) and DK(H) send to
) and G. Hartmann (H); similar
nd (C) on Communication.
information and photographic material was received from several
other “Ostracodophili” (below3 their names).

Sociology of scientific research is a subject thatwas not expressly dealt
with during previous ostracod conferences. We noted that international
symposia on Ostracoda usually open with invited lectures providing the
state-of-the-art of Ostracodology or with selected themes of high
topicality. As examples, we mention the key lectures offered to the 8th
ISO-meeting in Houston, 1982: Kesling (1983) spoke on ostracodology
in 1982, Kaesler (1983) discussed the usefulness of Ostracoda and Oertli
et al. (1983) reviewed the use of Ostracoda in petroleum exploration.
Therefore we consider our present review as an innovative topic that
should contribute to the above-mentioned discussion opened by the col-
leagues on the OSTRACON-platform during 2012. Our discourse should
honour some of the ostracodologists who contributed in a significant
way to the progress of Ostracodology during this half-century period. Fi-
nally, this reviewwill offer to theyounggenerationof ostracod researchers
some ideas of how to succeed within the next period of time, taking into
account the many difficulties with which ostracodologists are nowadays
confronted. Our essay presents aspects forwhich one could usemetaphor-
ically the title given by the French artist Paul Gauguin in 1897 to one of his
paintings, nowexposed in theMuseumof Fine Arts, in Boston,Ma.,Where
do we come from?What are we? Where are we going?
2. What is Ostracodology?

We define Ostracodology, by analogy with the way the Austrian
physicist H. Pietschmann (1996) defined physics, as a special domain
of research, therefore “Ostracodology is what ostracodologists are
doing”. Pietschmann showed that the circularity of such a definition is
broken if we add an aspect of the social context, the community of
scientists with its dynamics. This latter aspect becomes visible in the
congresses attended by the interested group of scientists as well in
their way of discussing and/or publishing their data.

Coming back to the way ostracod research historically developed one
could say that Ostracodology beganwith a “Heroic Period” (ametaphorical
term proposed by AL in Sd). For this incipient stage of Ostracodology
one should mention the remarkable research of O. F. Müller at the
end of the 18th century (Oertli, 1982) that was continued in the whole
period of the 19th century and the first half of the last century (Neale,
1988). The main interest of natural scientists during this so-called Heroic
Period was to catalogue and morphologically describe the surprisingly
rich ostracod fauna from both marine and limnic environments. As
3 J. Athersuch (Ottershaw, Surrey), E. Browers (Boulder, CO), A. Cohen (San Rafael,
CA), Cl. Guernet (Paris), V. Hajek-Tadesse (Zagreb), A. Honigstein (Jerusalem), E. Kempf
(Cologne), R. Maddocks (Houston, TX), M. Maja (Naples), T. Namiotko (Gdansk), R. Pipik
(Banská Bystrica), L. Rundić (Belgrade), E. Schornikov (Vladivostok), F. Sgarrella (Naples),
M. Stoica (Bucharest), E. Tesakova (Moscow), A. Yuan (Wuhan City), D. Zhai (Beijing).
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examples of ostracodological achievements, we will mention the mono-
graph of G. S. Brady (1880) for the deep-sea ostracods, that of Müller
(1894) for the Mediterranean ostracods within the Bay of Naples, and
theG. O. Sarsmonograph on the ostracods of Norway (Sars, 1922–1928).4

With the first Ostracod Symposium in Naples, 1963 (Puri (1964))
begins the “Modern Science of Ostracodology”. An excellent evaluation
of the research presented from the first Ostracod Meeting in Naples to
the fifteenth International Symposium on Ostracoda, in Berlin, 2005,
was offered by Matzke-Karasz et al. (2007). While their publication
deals with the dynamics of ostracod research related to main biological
topics, like taxonomy, phylogeny, (palaeo)ecology, (palaeo)biogeogra-
phy, biostratigraphy as presented during the 15 ISO meetings by mem-
bers of the IRGO, we will take here a different approach, namely
analysing the development of the ostracod research during the last
50 years, related to the social relationships of the IRGO members and
of the sociological context of their activities. As in a theatre play we
will present the ostracodological developments as a succession of his-
torical scenes, where the ostracodologists are the actors.

Fig. 1 shows the incremental growth of publishing ostracodologists
and their geographic distribution. One should note the blatant
difference between the Heroic Period and the Modern one, but within
this latter there are differences in the frequency of publications between
different geographic areas. We will see next, that such differences can
be related to social aspects faced by ostracodologists worldwide.
Therefore, to objectively describe such differences in term of human so-
cial relationships and/or socio/political aspects of their activities during
certain historical moments we need sociological tools. These latter al-
ready exist, as they were developed during the last 30–40 years for
other domains of scientific research.

The 50 year period of the so-called “Modern Science of Ostracodology”
will be divided for the purpose of this review in three periods:

• First period (1963–~1983), dominated by a general expansion of
ostracodology and where the application of ostracod expertise to
petroleum research played inter alia a significant role.

• Second period (~1983–~2003), orientated more towards environ-
mental aspects.

• Third period (~2003–2013), which continues previous trends, is ex-
ploring new ways of introducing ostracod knowledge within global
science.

3. Methods used for the sociological analysis of IRGO

Initially, we considered that a social system is a communication sys-
tem structured by communication acts related to their researchmotiva-
tions (Koch, 2005). Therefore, we looked at the dynamics of the
ostracodologist community and how ostracodologists communicated
during the time. Sohn (1977), in his essay presented at ISO-6, mapped
the distribution of ostracodologists of the world (as known in 1976)
and classified ostracodologist communities on a country-basis and by
research-motivation. From these data, Sohn speculated on the factors
explaining the origin of ostracodologists' communities, namely their
employment and their interest for environmentalism. During the
1940s–1970s, the ostracodologist communities were mainly related to
petroleum research, best developed in the United States and the Soviet
Union. After 1970, the number of ostracodologists dealing with ostra-
cods within environmental projects started to increase.

For the present review, the social activities of ostracodologists
through an ethnographic approach were explored, namely by
interviewing representative researchers on the cultural activity they ex-
perienced during the years. It was started with specialists who partici-
pated to the first Ostracod meeting in Naples 1963 and continued
4 Details on the references here quoted can be found in the “Index and bibliography of
marine Ostracoda” and in “Index and bibliography of non-marine Ostracoda” (Kempf Da-
tabase Ostracoda (Kempf, 1980–2013)).
with those who contributed to the next ISO meetings, especially the
ISO-2 in Hull, 1967 and ISO-3 in Pau, 1970. Under the term ‘culture’
we refer to the environment within which creative activities of man
take place (Heidegger, 1986). In our present case, we asked what kind
of scientific communication existed between and/or within given
ostracodologist groups at specific moments. We also investigated
which type of work was required within the different laboratories and
companies. Additionally, we noted that social relationships between
ostracodologists developed also around the method of study used or
around selected taxa. The information received from 26 colleagues has
been collated under each author's name in the Supplementary data
(Sd) section. These colleagues were also invited to share the co-
authorship of this review. The data allowed us to construct sociological
profiles for several research groups. The type of investigation used is
what in sociological research one calls narrative approach (Koerten
and Veenswijk, 2010). The narrative approach as conceptualised in
Koerten and Veenswijk is about “scenes, actors and actions” (Fig. 2).
The scenes (or narrative episodes) are viewed through narrative set-
tings, i.e. the general environment within which researchers live and
work. The actors, as social groups, build a narrative space. The actions
(or practice) of scientific groups with their scientific work constitute
the third social block, named narrative storyboards. All three social
modules interact and allow understanding for a specific period (epi-
sode) the scientific developments within the socio/political context.
Moreover, we will examine the cultural leadership of given
ostracodologists who during particular episodes played a decisive role
in the advancement of ostracod research. The Supplementary data-
section (Sd) presents brief reviews of scientific careers of well-known
ostracodologists, or of some of us, we consider representative for a
given period. One of the aims of this approach, would be to influence
young ostracodologists to adopt a reflective position, namely to critical-
ly examine their present research status with the aim of foreseeing new
strategic research developments. We should ask, for instance, what is
the role we are playing in Science? Are we ahead or behind accepted
“top” scientific activities? How much of our scientific output can be of-
fered to a bright interested and/or educated public? In other words,
how much from our creative scientific ideas represent societal cultural
contributions. This parallels the quotation from “Behind Appearance”
of C. H. Waddington (1969): “…new developments in any particular
field only become part of the general culture of the world when they
enter the experience of people who are not specialists in that area”.

Besides the narrative approach, we adopted for our sociological
study ideas developed by Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Latour
(2005). These latter scientists developed the so-called Actor-Network
Theory (ANT), an approach that helps explain how scientific networks
develop and steadily change by the virtue of the dynamic relations of
their actors (or Actants in the Latour's formulation). ANT considers so-
cial networks as formed by both human and non-human actors. Under
this latter concept aspects of the environment are understood, such as
research methodologies or technical devices. Non-human actants play
as important a role as the human one in the development and/or in
the dynamics of social networks. We will see here the importance for
creative networks of the activity of ostracodologists who participated
in the development of newmethods, for illustration, or for (palaeo) en-
vironmental reconstructions, and/or for evolutionary studies. Besides
the ethnographic research, ANT also examines what Latour (2005)
calls Inscriptions, namely bibliographic data, images and/or databases.

4. The first International Symposium on Ostracoda, organised at
Stazione Zoologica “Anton Dohrn”, Naples, 10–19 June, 1963

Within the first part of the 20th century, ostracod knowledge in-
creased through basic research (e.g. taxonomy, geographic distribution)
and applied research (e.g. ostracod studies for oil exploration). During
the 1950–1960 period, it became necessary to improve the taxonomic
and/or (palaeo)ecologic knowledge of Ostracoda in order to better use



Fig. 1. Distribution of Publishing Ostracodologists: Data for these three time-slices are from Sohn (1977), the 6th ISO-Symposium volume (Löffler and Danielopol, 1977), the 9th
ISO-Symposium volume (Hanai et al., 1988) and the most recent Cypris Newsletter No. 30 (2012–2013). The map is modified from www.esa.net. (Credit: AS).
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them for the two aimsmentioned above. Description and illustration of
fossil ostracods during this timewas inmany cases of limited quality de-
spite its pressing interest. Erich Triebel's illustrationswere an exception
(see next sections). Harbans S. Puri, an American palaeontologist from
the Florida Geological Survey, received from the American National
Science Foundation between 1961 and 1963 yearly grants to work in
Naples, at the Stazione Zoologica “Anton Dohrn”, in order to revise
and, if possible, to improve information on the taxonomy and ecological
distribution of the ostracod fauna of Bay of Naples, described by G.W.
Müller in his well-known monograph (Müller, 1894). This new infor-
mation was expected to be a useful reference for other marine sites in
Europe and North America (M. Maja, written communication to DLD).
Having advanced this project, Puri in cooperationwith the young Italian
palaeontologist Gioacchino Bonaduce, at the time an assistant at the
Stazione Zoologica in Naples, decided in 1963 to convene an internation-
al meeting with the theme “Ostracods as ecological and paleoecological
Fig. 2. Theoretical view of the Narrative Approach (from Koerten and Veenswijk, 2010,
with permission).
indicators”. At the symposium, 28 specialists attended, with 23
ostracodologists from 11 countries (Fig. 3).

During the 10 days, topics related tomorphology, ecology and to the
taxonomic system of Recent and fossil ostracods were discussed. The
presentations were followed by in-depth discussions from which
emerged a general consensus of the necessity to create an international
research group on Ostracoda which would keep contact through active
communication and effective scientific exchanges of material and ideas.
A volume edited by Puri (1964) contained 20 presentations and the
round-table discussions grouped into six sessions. From the scientists
who presented communications we should mention G. Hartmann
who offered a unified classification system for recent and fossil ostra-
cods (Hartmann, 1964), expanded later by Hartmann and Puri (1974)
in awidely quoted publication. H. S. Puri and G. Hartmann played an ac-
tive role in the discussions dealing not only with systematics but also
with ecological distribution of marine ostracods [DK(P) in Sd;
DK(H) in Sd]. Another activity that merits mention is the election of
R. H. Benson to develop a data-bank for ostracods, stored on I.B.M.
punch-cards. This idea was not successful but a little later E. Kempf
started a similar project, thus leading to the Kempf's Cologne Database
for ostracods (Kempf, 1980–2013). We should also mention the initia-
tive of H. J. Oertli who stimulated a discussion on the usage of terms
for salinity, using the so-called “Venice System”. Amongst the
participants with extraordinary capacity for communication was
G. Ruggieri who later had a long-term cooperation with R. H. Benson
and P. C. Sylvester-Bradley, contributing to the development of a scenario
which described the so-called “Salinity Crisis of the Proto-Mediterranean”
or the so-called “Lago Mare” (AR in Sd). Another participant, E. Gerry
proposed a newsletter with information for ostracod researchers. It was
called “The Ostracodologist” and was issued by Gerry over the following
20 years (RMK and FV in Sd).

Interestingly, in September 1963, the palaeontologist O. S. Vyalov
organised in Lvov, Soviet Union (today's Ukraine) the First All Union
Ostracod Symposium with 112 attendees. The Proceedings of the
conference was published in Russian in 1966 and later on translated
into English (Vyalov, 1971). Unfortunately, no other ostracod meeting
was organised during the following years in the Soviet Union, and the

image of Fig.�1
http://www.esa.net
image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Participants to the Naples' 1963 meeting. From left to right: J. Borragan, R. H. Benson, G. Ruggieri, E. Gerry, N. C. Hulings, C. W. Wagner, O. Elofson, L. S. Kornicker, F. M.
Swain, V. Pokorný, N. Grécoff, G. Hartmann, J. W. Neale, Ph. Sandberg, D. R. Rome, J. P. Hardings, K. G. McKenzie. (Credit: HJO).
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first international meeting where ostracodologists from so-called
“Western” countries could meet their colleagues from “behind Iron-
Curtain” countries was held in Prague, 1968, but had to be aborted
short after its beginning because of the political situation at the time.

5. The first Period in Modern Ostracodology (from 1963 to
~1983) — an enthusiastic era, well supported by the oil
industry and national agencies

The world economic situation steadily improved during the second
part of the 60s, so both the national academic institutions and the oil
companies invested in basic and applied research. From the 1960s on-
ward, geological sciences were jolted by a scientific revolution with
the concept of plate tectonics, explaining the geodynamics of continents
and the ocean floor (Bullard, 1975). The consequences of the continen-
tal drift process for the evolution of marine fauna were extraordinarily
stimulating and it reactivated ancient topics. The uniformitarian Lyellian
vision was challenged by unique environmental perturbations, so-
called “earth catastrophies”. Two symposia were organised during the
1970s at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (Berggren and
Van Couvering, 1984) for a discussion of this topic. Ostracodologists
were represented by R. H. Benson with philosophical and empirical ar-
guments for the importance for earth's life of “sudden catastrophic”
events, known also under the term “biotic crises” (Benson, 1984a,
1984b). During the 1960s–1970s, it became clear that the Earth experi-
enced cyclic climatic changes which left their imprint on biological evo-
lution (Fischer, 1981) Also important is the strong development of
population ecology and themicropalaeontology, in general, with the in-
stallation of laboratories where the study of Foraminifera and Ostracoda
played a pivotal role. A corollary to this trend was the development of
meiofauna research in both marine and limnic domains by ecologists
and zoologists. N.C. Hulings, a participant at the Naples symposium,
edited for the Smithsonian Institution a manual for meiofaunal studies
(Hulings and Gray, 1971). During this period, micropalaeontologists
profited from the financial support of the oil exploration companies,
where for accurate stratigraphic information data were offered inter
alia by ostracodologists. Additionally, during the 1960s and the 1970s,
American agencies had oceanographic expeditions to drill deep into
the seafloor. A consortium of institutions under the acronym JOIDES
(Joint Oceanographic Institutions Deep Earth Sampling) planned and
operated the Deep See Drilling Project (DSDP), sponsored by the
National Science Foundation (Hsü, 1983). Ostracodologists from various
institutions participated in the study ofmaterial obtained by the drilling
ship Glomar Challenger.

Limnology departments also expanded and limnological research
flourished after 1960, especially because of the degradation of the
water quality of lakes. Ostracods were used as valuable environmental
indicators for the reconstruction of the dynamics of various ecological
parameters. In 1964 the International Biological Programme (IBP) was
initiated, funded partly by the national agencies of the OECD (Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-Operation and Development) fromNorth America
and Europe. The main aim of the multidisciplinary project was the
documentation of the eutrophication process in lakes.

5.1. Favourable social spaces for scientific activities of ostracodologists

A social space (or narrative space), as defined above, is the environ-
ment where researchers live and work (Eldredge and Grene, 1992). As a
general comment, we have to say that at the beginning of the 1960s the
number of doctoral and post-doctoral students dealing with ostracods
in micropalaeontological laboratories was relatively low. At the Depart-
ment of Geology, University of Hull, Professor J. W. Neale supervised
five doctoral students (T. I. Kilenyi, P. Kaye, C. W. Haskins, R.C. Whatley,
A. Lord) and a marine geologist R. V. Dingle also studied ostracods. J. W.
Neale was a complete naturalist who studied and published on both
fossil and living ostracods from marine and freshwater environments
(Lord and Horne, 2007). In the Department of Geology, University of
Leicester, Professor P. C. Sylvester-Bradley offered through his discussions
with his students (R. H. Bate and later M. C. Keen, Q. Sidiqui, N. Doruk,
A. Al-Furaih, J. Athersuch, David J. Siveter) and/or visitors a brilliant
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intellectual atmosphere (Benson, 1982a; DJS(C) in Sd). At the Institut
de Géologie du Bassin d'Aquitaine (IGBA — affiliated to the University
of Bordeaux at Talence), ostracodology developed under the leadership
of Professor J. Moyes and O. Ducasse. The first students who graduated
were I. Yassini (IY in Sd), P. Carbonel (PC in Sd) and J.-P. Peypouquet.

The period we analyse was propitious for students to find employ-
ment either within academic institutions or with oil companies. For in-
stance, Yassinimoved after completion of his thesis to an oil company in
Iran and later to an Algerian one (IY in Sd) while other ostracodologists
profited from opportunities offered by the open positions in university
geology departments. A. Lord moved to University College London,
while others remained within the department where they started
their ostracod research, so is the case of David J. Siveter, who started
with P. C. Sylvester-Bradley in Leicester.

Another pleasant aspect thatmade the social space of such laborato-
ries like in Hull and/or Talence was the visits and/or the longer stay of
workers from abroad. As an example, in Hull the long stay of R. L.
Kaesler from the University of Kansas initiated fruitful communication
and long friendship with R.Whatley, who latermoved to the University
College of Wales in Aberystwyth. The visits of R. H. Benson to the
Micropalaeontology Department of the University of Bordeaux in
Talence and the University of Leicester opened up work with J.-P.
Peypouquet and P. C. Sylvester-Bradley on deep-sea andMediterranean
‘salinity crisis’ material. The atmosphere was the same in some
industrial laboratories. At the S.N.P.A. (Société Nationale des Pétroles
d'Aquitaine, later Elf-Aquitaine), H. J. Oertli offered a friendly and also
fruitful scientific atmosphere to visitors (HJO in Sd).
5.2. The importance of the ISOmeetings for development of IRGO as a social
system

The ostracod symposia had an extraordinary impact for the develop-
ment of scientific cooperation based on friendly relationships. We start
with the second ISO organised by J. W. Neale at Hull, 1967. Forty-five
delegates attended and 29 contributions were published (Neale,
1969). Of the ostracodologists encountered at the Naples symposium,
50% were also present in Hull. Additionally, other well-known special-
ists like H.V. Howe, W.A. van den Bold, S. A. Levinson, J. E. Robinson, T.
Petkovski, F. Adamczak, were present. The most important aspect was
the high number of younger ostracodologists attending, like C. W.
Haskins, T. I. Kilenyi, R. L. Kaesler, D. R. Wall, R. C. Whatley, A. Lord, M-C.
Guillaume and others.

Some of the topics which will become persistent themes over
time, were presented for the first time at Hull, e.g. the preliminary re-
port of R. H. Benson on abyssal ostracods (Benson, 1969) or the research
of R. L. Kaesler on numerical taxonomy applied to marine ostracods
(Kaesler, 1969). It was in Hull that the tradition of field excursions com-
menced, a tradition that has continued to the present day.

The third ISO was organised by Oertli in Pau in 1970. The number of
participants doubled as compared to those who attended the ISO-2 in
Hull (Oertli, 1971). Again, an important percentage of the participants
were young specialists, students of J. W. Neale, P. C. Sylvester-Bradley,
J. Moyes, etc., with a high number of attendants from Germany, U.S.A.
and of course from France. Here, we met for the first time in ISO-
history other established ostracod specialists like G. Becker, and A.
Martinsson. Scientifically, the Pau colloquium brought new information
on deep-sea ostracods and the palaeooceanographic history of Tethys
(Benson and Sylvester-Bradley, 1971). Numerical classification was
again a topic with two contributions (Jacobzone and Carbonnel, 1971;
Kaesler and Taylor, 1971).

In Pau, ostracodologists were invited to participate in a geological
excursion, to collect fauna and to see a famous stratotype, that of the
Aquitanian. Finally, in Pau there was sufficient time for discussions, as
in Naples and Hull. The feeling of the participants for the degree of
friendship within the ostracodologist community was obvious. This
feeling was to become stronger and contagious during the next ISOs
(see also the last section of this report).

From the fifth ISO (hold in Hamburg in 1974, Hartmann, 1976), we
highlight the communications dealing with the application of multivar-
iate statistics and different algorithms for discrimination and classifica-
tion of valves and limbs (Kaesler and Lohmann, 1976;Maddocks, 1976).
Later on at ISO-7 in Belgrade, 1979, R. L. Kaesler and R. F. Maddocks pre-
sented a communication on the harmonic analysis of outlines of
macrocypridid valves (Kaesler and Maddocks, 1987). This continuity
of research with subsequent presentations at various ISOs by Kaesler
stems from the interest and desire of this charismatic scientist to popu-
larize within the ostracod community quantitative methods in ecology
and morphology, which were at the time seldom used by
ostracodologists, a notable exception was R. A. Reyment who published
during the 1960s a series of papers using multivariate statistics (e.g.
Reyment, 1963).

The 6th ISO, held in Saalfelden in 1976, is important because it was
there that the Committee on Recent Ostracoda changed its name to In-
ternational Research Group on Ostracoda (IRGO), and within this group
a subgroup, formed by specialists of Palaeozoic ostracods, decided to
have their own network that they called IRGPO (International Research
Group on Palaeozoic Ostracods). In addition to their communication
session integrated in the ISO, Palaeozoic ostracod specialists intended
to have their own field excursions and were attracted by the idea of re-
vising the Palaeozoic ostracods parts in R. C. Moore's, 1961 “Treatise on
Invertebrate Paleontology” [DJS(C) in Sd; HGU in Sd].

The new IRGO endorsed an organisational structure. Besides having
a chairman (chairwoman) a vice-chair, a secretary and a treasurer, there
were members of the committee, who were voted by the ISO delegates
who attended the businessmeeting. In Saalfelden, it was stated that the
two major aims of IRGO were to support the advancement of knowl-
edge related to Ostracoda and to facilitate communication amongst
researchers.

Another positive aspect of IRGOwas to officially invite colleagues from
countries with constraining politics and travel bans to come to ISO-
meetings. It was P. C. Sylvester-Bradley who suggested at Saalfelden-ISO
to have the next meeting in a “communist” country in order to meet col-
leagues from the Soviet Union and P. R. China. Thus at ISO-7, 1979, in
Belgrade, a Soviet delegation represented by 12 persons participated
following the invitation of organiser N. Krstić. The next success was
the arrival of a large delegation of Chinese colleagues at the Houston
meeting (ISO-8, 1981) due to the efforts of organiser R. F. Maddocks.

5.3. Research projects with cultural dimension

Below, we show that a series of ostracod research projects, devel-
oped during the first period, had relevance for a wider spectrum of the
educated public. For such projects, ostracodologists were able to devel-
op their creative work and/or ideas within favourable environmental
conditions. From here emerges a cultural dimension for these projects.

5.3.1. The evidence of continental drift between Africa and South America as
documented by ostracods

During the 1960s, the stratigraphic and biogeographic studies in Brazil
byK. Krömmelbein (Krömmelbein, 1965, 1966a) and those of French spe-
cialists, on ostracods of the western coast of Africa and in Africa (Grékoff,
1957; Grosdidier, 1967), documented an extraordinary concordance of
Lower Cretaceous non-marine ostracods between the eastern coast of
Brazil and the western counter-part of Africa (Krömmelbein, 1966b;
Poropat and Colin, 2012; JPC in Sd). K. Krömmelbein identified ostra-
cods for the Brazilian oil company Petrobras and the American Gulf
Oil Corporation, and N. Grékoff worked for the Institut Français du
Pétrole. After comparing their material, the two specialists published
together on the ostracod faunas from the African Cocobeach Series
(Gabon) and the Brazilian Bahia Series (Grékoff and Krömmelbein,
1967). Their results clearly documented the existence of Pre-Salt
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Lakes on a single super-continent, Gondwana,whichwere invaded later
by marine ostracods (Krömmelbein, 1967). A clear image of the break-
up of Gondwana and the emergent continental drift which slowly iso-
lated Africa from South America became apparent. This information
was further incorporated in introductory texts for palaeontology
courses at universities (Thenius, 1976) and in books intended for edu-
cated lay people (Thenius, 1977). It should be noted that the two spe-
cialists mentioned above, belonging to different oil companies with
strict rules for protection of data, found it possible to cooperate in a
friendly way and offer publicly information with a cultural dimension.
Additionally, new research from various ostracod experts continued to
develop our knowledge on this fascinating topic (e.g. Colin and
Dépêche, 1997; Bate, 1999; Do Carmo et al., 2004, 2012).

5.3.2. The Miocene and later evolution of the Mediterranean Sea
Ruggieri (1967) published an essaywith the title we use for this sec-

tion. He showed that during the last phase of the Miocene, the Proto-
Mediterranean experienced a drop of sea level which led to what was
called “Lago Mare” with faunal elements like the mollusc Melanopsis
and the ostracod Cyprideis characteristic for habitats with “reduced sa-
linity” (Russo, 2004). This environmental scenario corresponds to
what was later on called the “Messinian Salinity Crisis” (Ruggieri and
Sprovieri, 1976; Benson, 2004). This geological event became part of
popular science during the 1970s and the 1980s, especially through
the book of K. J. Hsü “The Mediterranean was a desert” (Hsü, 1983).
Here we want to stress that, during the development of the research
documenting the evolution of thewesternMediterranean Basin, the sci-
entific cooperation and cultural communication between G. Ruggieri
and R. H. Benson played an important role. Benson was interested in
reconstructing the evolution of the deep-sea ostracod fauna and
Ruggieri brought his long-year experience on the Neogene ostracods
from Italy (Benson and Ruggieri, 1974). Moreover Benson, inspired
also by P. C. Sylvester-Bradley, was interested to characterise
psychrospheric deep-sea ostracods using morphologic criteria of the
valves in order to use them for further reconstruction of the decline of
the Tethys Ocean (Benson, 1979; AR in Sd). The problem of strength
of valve ornamentation explained following engineering and/or archi-
tectural principles, that Benson developed was also the result of discus-
sions and visits to historic places in Italy with Ruggieri (Benson, 2004).
Another cultural aspect resulting from the friendly cooperation of
these two outstanding scientists was Benson's lecture to a sympo-
sium in Venice, 1981 (Benson, 1982b), showing how morphometric
techniques he developed for ostracods (cf. the Theta–Rho algorithm
in Benson, 1976) can be profitably applied to the study of the
Leonardo da Vinci caricatures from “Codex Urbinus Latinus”. The sci-
entific relationship between Ruggieri and Benson is an example of
cooperation based on friendship for the sake of a better understand-
ing of nature.

5.3.3. The scientific interest of the present-day Mediterranean ostracod
fauna

From the beginning of the first symposium in Naples, the importance
of detailed information on the Mediterranean ostracod fauna was
stressed. At the second ISO in Hull, Puri, Bonaduce and a student of Puri
presented a synthesis of ostracod distribution in the Mediterranean
(Puri et al., 1969). This latter synthesiswas important for palaeontologists
who had in this way the data to understand the faunal changes from the
Miocene to the present day (Benson and Sylvester-Bradley, 1971). Also,
zoologists were interested to compare the Mediterranean fauna with
the peri-Mediterranean one, like those of the Red Sea, the Atlantic
Ocean or the Black Sea. Therefore faunistic studies with description of
new species were continued during the 1970s and the 1980s by
G. Bonaduce with various colleagues, like M. Masoli, G. Ciampo,
N. Pugliese, P. Mascellaro, B. Ciliberto, G. Minichelli, J. Athersuch
(Bonaduce et al., 1975, 1982; Athersuch and Bonaduce, 1976;
Barbeito-Gonzàlez, 1971). Later on, Bonaduce contributed to joint-
work with his colleagues G. Ruggieri and A. Russo on Neogene and/
or Holocene ostracods of the Mediterranean (Bonaduce and Russo,
1984; Bonaduce et al., 1988). The capacity of G. Bonaduce to moti-
vate young students in their ostracod studies and also his facility to
cooperate with older colleagues represent a socio-cultural quality
that could be taken nowadays as an example (NP in Sd).

5.3.4. Non-marine ostracods as (palaeo)ecological indicators for changes of
environmental parameters

D. L. Delorme during the end of the 1960s showed how the
distribution of ostracods is dependent on the water chemistry of their
environment (Delorme, 1969). H. Löffler using sediment samples from
lakes noticed that Cytherissa lacustris was a species which, in alpine
lakes of Europe, became extinct because of the increase of organic
loading of lake sediments (Löffler, 1969). Later on, Löffler systematically
investigated within a palaeolimnologic framework the relationship be-
tween the organic load and/or oxygen concentration of lake bottoms
and the distribution of the benthic ostracod fauna. This information
was offered to a wide spectrum of aquatic ecologists making ostracods
popular as indicators for palaeoecologic reconstructions (Löffler, 1975;
Carbonel et al., 1988).

6. The second Period in Modern Ostracodology (from ~1983 to
~2003)— a period oriented more towards environmental aspects

For the 40th anniversary of the journal “Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology and Palaeoecology”, the editors (Bottjer et al.,
2006) wrote an editorial named “Exploring life and environments
through time”. This title couldwell be adopted for the periodwe analyse
below and where a visible trend towards more intensive ecological re-
search related to environmental policies was done using ostracods.
One should also remember that during the last part of the 20th century
a strong movement developed for environmental protection. For in-
stance, in 1988, the United Nations within its Environmental Program
(UNEP) launched the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and the trend continued in 1992 with the Rio Convention for Bi-
ological Diversity (CBD) protection, agreed by 192 countries. There was
also the 1997 Kyoto protocol for climate protection against the global
warming trend. The political and material support for ecological re-
search on both climate evolution and biological diversity became better
integrated into national and international policies. This became visible
in Europe once a common framework for research politics was decided
at the level of the European Union.

(Palaeo)ecological research during this period was embraced by a
new generation of ostracodologists who was better prepared for quan-
titative sampling and treatment of data, as well as for the usage of ex-
perimental methods in the field or laboratory. Frenzel and Boomer
(2005), who analysed the development of research on the ecology of
brackish-water ostracods, show in one of their figures (here Fig. 4) a
clear increase of the number of publications for the period 1981–2000.
Parallel to this situation, we note that the oil companies became less
interested in ostracod research, and some research laboratories like
ESSO-Rep at Bègles, France, closed and scientists were obliged to take
early retirement (JPC in Sd).

6.1. Profiles for some laboratories with strong involvement in ostracod
research

The Micropalaeontology Research Group, University College of
Wales, at Aberystwyth, had during the whole period a very cosmopoli-
tan structure. Professor R. C. Whatley attracted students from various
countries, namely Argentina, Brazil, Australia, P. R. of China, amongst
others. Many students completed their doctoral theses with subjects
from their own country or with special topics where the experience at
the Aberystwyth laboratory and especially the expertise of its director
were of importance. For instance, newsletter “Cypris” No 15 for 1997



Fig. 4. Publications on the ecology of recent ostracods from brackish waters usable for
palaeoenvironmental reconstruction (1951–2000); the subdivision of bars reflects the
proportion of different methods applied in these studies (from Frenzel and Boomer,
2005, Fig. 1, with permission).
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reported that R. C.Whatley with his students contributed to 37 publica-
tions. The high number of South American guest students who studied
in Aberystwyth is due also to the pedagogic activities of Whatley in
Argentina during the 1970s and the 1980s. Several of these students
started scientific and/or teaching activities in their own countries, like
G. Cusminsky, an Argentinian ostracodologist who worked with
Whatley, is now a university professor and leads an ostracod research
group (Cusminsky et al., 2011; Coviaga et al., 2013). The same applies
for Brazilian colleagues like D. Do Carmo and M.-I. Feijó Ramos, who at
present are leading ostracod specialists in their country, publishing
with their students or with colleagues from Europe on topics which
were much discussed in Aberystwyth (Do Carmo et al., 2009; Gross
et al., 2013; JPC in Sd).

In France, the most active laboratory for ostracod research was that
of Geology and Oceanography, University of Bordeaux, at Talence. For
the period, we discuss four full-time researchers were employed and a
high number of students who prepared master or doctoral theses
were active, too (PC in Sd). The social structure of the laboratory was
composed mainly of francophone researchers. Those studies dealing
with marine topics related to the Aquitaine Basin in the Atlantic, or in
general on deep-sea were developed mainly by Peypouquet, Ducasse
and their students; some of their scientific results were published in
the proceedings of ISO-meetings (Peypouquet et al., 1988). Research
on non-marine ostracods weremainly done by one of us (PC) with a se-
ries of students, especially related to data fromprojects in Europe, Africa
and South America (PC in Sd).

The Zoological Institute and Museum of the University of Hamburg
had, for a long period of time, as animator for ostracod research, G.
Hartmann [DK(H) in Sd]. Looking to the scientific activities of
Hartmann's working group one perceives a sociological profile different
from the first two laboratories. G. Hartmann, a marine biologist, trav-
elled and sampled in many parts of the world. In his department, he
had important collections of marine ostracods, additionally also those
of W. Klie. In addition, there were students of ostracodology (e.g. S. P.
Jain, N. Krstić, T. Petkovski) who spent time in Hamburg to studymuse-
ummaterial or to cooperate with assistants of Hartmann. Some of these
visitors benefitted from scholarships offered by the German Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation and could stay and work for longer periods
in Hamburg. During his career, Hartmann was interested in the pheno-
type diversity of Cyprideis torosa, especially the problem of noding
[DK(H) in Sd]. This topic was studied further during the 1970s by one
of his students with ecological observations from field situations
(Vesper, 1975) and later on with laboratory-controlled studies by one
of us (DK) and his Russian colleagues (Keyser et al., 2004). The long-
term scientific interest for Cyprideis is here selected as an example of so-
ciological translation, namely Hartmann with an important personality
in ostracod research who could transmit to his students the desire to
better understand one of the fascinating problems of ostracodology,
the origin of valve noding. This topic, widely discussed inmany publica-
tions, was partly elucidated through long-term studies done at the
Hamburg laboratory. It is nowadays continued by P. Frenzel, A. Pint
and their colleagues (Frenzel et al., 2012) and a whole workshop on
the Cyprideis problem was convened during ISO-17 in Rome, 2013 by
P. Frenzel, M. Gross and A. Pint.
6.2. Innovative aspects of a European Research Project

During 1994 and 1996, K.Martens ledwithin the Human Capital and
Mobility programme of the European Union a multi-disciplinary net-
work for the project “Evolutionary Ecology of Reproductive modes in
Non-marine Ostracoda”. A total of 30 students coming from Belgium,
Great Britain, Spain, Italy and Austria, as well as exceptionally several
colleagues from countries not directly associated with the EU, partici-
pated to this project (Martens, 1998; KM in Sd). The innovative aspects
of the project were first the way the topic was developed in the various
laboratories, namely there were senior researchers who, in their
laboratories, offered to young students the know-how to work on spe-
cial aspects of the project. For instance, in the Department of Ecology
of the U.A.M. (Universidad Autonoma de Madrid) as well as at the
Limnological Institute of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, inMondsee,
students concentrated on ecological, experimental and/or field aspects,
of various populations of two ostracod species chosen asmodels for this
topic of research, in order to better understand the differences between
parthenogenetic and sexual populations. The problems of genetic diver-
sity between the chosen populations were examined in laboratories of
the universities of Parma and Leeds aswell as the Royal Belgian Institute
of Natural Sciences in Brussels. Aspects dealing with the geographical
distribution of living and fossil ostracods representative for this topic
were investigated mainly in the Department of Geography, University
of Hull and University of Greenwich, in Chatham. Thus, firstly students
rotated between laboratories and were able to learn new techniques
and to discuss problems with more experienced ostracodologists. Sec-
ondly, it was a unique opportunity for those young scientists to become
acquainted with cultural traditions of the countries they visited. From
this unique experience came first a series of scientific innovations.
One of them was the building of a GIS database for Non-marine
Ostracod Distribution in Europe called NODE, that contained not only
the location of the various species but also additional ecological
information (Horne et al., 1998). This database was not a concurrence
for the Cologne Database of Kempf but a new approach that will be
extremely useful during the next period of ostracod research. Other
developments during this project included the improvement of
videometry-techniques for observation of ostracod behaviour. The
scientific output was huge, with senior scientists co-authoring con-
tributions with small groups of the young trained ostracodologists
(Martens, 1998). Finally, note that some of the young scientists
who started ostracod research within this project, like G. Rossetti
from the University of Parma, have now become well-established
specialists of this scientific domain.
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6.3. Palaeoenvironmental reconstructions with the chemistry of ostracod
valves

During the 1970s, geochemists and/or ostracodologists noted that
elements like magnesium (Mg) or strontium (Sr) and stable isotopes
of oxygen (δ18O) and carbon (δ13C) stored in the ostracod valves
could provide information on the past environmental situations where
ostracods lived (Cadot et al., 1972; Durazzi, 1977). Considering Mg,
one of us (PDD) in cooperation with A. R. Chivas and J. M. G. Shelley
started at the Australian National University (ANU) in the early 1980s
a systematic analysis of the relationship between the concentration of
Mg in ostracod valves and water temperature (PDD in the Sd). The
major innovation in the ANU laboratory was to follow the evolution of
Mg concentration in valves under controlled experimental conditions
through the whole life cycle of a given ostracod species (Mytilocypris
henricae) and where the post-embryonal development at various
temperatures were already known (Martens, 1985). This allowed un-
derstanding of how the Mg/Ca ratio in the valves reflects the tempera-
ture in the aquatic habitats of ostracods (Chivas et al, 1986). In parallel
to these investigations, a second element, strontium (Sr), also expressed
as Sr/Ca, offered information on past aquatic salinities (with some reser-
vations as found later). This type of research was than extended to
palaeoenvironment research by the ANU group, to which T. Corrège
also participated. They analysed core-top and Late Quaternary samples
from various parts of the world including the Coral Sea (Corrège and
De Deckker, 1997) or the proto-Mediterranean domain during the
“Lago Mare” event (De Deckker et al., 1999). Other research groups
like those of T. M. Cronin, G.S. Dwyer and their colleagues in the US
used theMg/Ca technique for reconstruction of palaeotemperature pro-
files with excellent results, especially in projects dealing with Tertiary
and Quaternary palaeoenvironments in the Atlantic Ocean (Dwyer
et al., 2002). Importantly, the efficiency of the Mg/Ca approach as
palaeothermometry was publicized at ISO meetings (De Deckker et al.,
1999).

Stable isotopes δ18O and δ13C were successfully used during this
period especially for the reconstruction of Quaternary climate. In
Europe, G. S. Lister, K. Kelts and their colleagues at the ETH in Zurich
and U. von Grafenstein and his group in Germany reconstructed late
glacial and Holocene temperatures as well as the hydrology of deep-
lakes using the sediment archives from long cores (Schwalb et al.,
1994; von Grafenstein, 2002). The same techniques have been applied
to marine environments from the Holocene to the Tertiary (Anadón
et al., 2002; Ghetti et al., 2002). One of us (LD in Sd) shows that the
number of research groups in this field and their publications increased
steadily during the last 20–30 years. Therefore, one should ask about
the contribution of these two methodologies for reconstruction of
palaeoclimate and/or palaeohydrology in both marine and non-
marine environments. First, one should note the driving force of leaders
like P. De Deckker, K. Kelts, J. A. Holmes, T. Cronin, U. von Grafenstein,
working in an integrative way with sedimentologists and geochemists.
High-resolution sampling methods allowed data collection on centen-
nial and/or decadal time periods (Cronin et al., 2003). Second, the
protocols for the analytical work were well tested, using ostracods
previously studied under experimental conditions, and/or then through
well calibrated transfer functions. Some of the students involved here
launched later their own projects in the same field, like K. Kelts in
Switzerland and U.S.A. As an example, A. Schwalb, a former student of
K. Kelts in Switzerland and the USA, now in Braunschweig, Germanny
is leading projects in South America and P. R. China. Finally, another
cause of success is the wide dissemination of information through
journals of high impact, including the present journal of which two
present and past co-editors in chief worked on ostracods (T. Corrège
and P. De Deckker).

A separate direction of research was the identification in valves of
trace elements like silica, phosphorus, barium using the electron
microprobe (Carbonel and Farmer, 1990; Bodergat et al, 1993). The
concentration of such elements in the valves offers information on the
trophic status of the aquatic environment where the ostracods lived.
Compared to the previous methods of environmental characterisation
this latter research direction has not gained popularity, possibly because
of the heterogeneity of the distribution of these chemical elements in
the valves and lack of standardized protocols for analysis and
interpretation.

6.4. The deployment of ostracod research for (palaeo)oceanography and
(palaeo)limnology

For this period we examine ostracodologists who received material
from major research programmes, inter alia DSDP (Deep Sea Drilling
Project) and ODP (Ocean Drilling Program) to identify the ostracod as-
semblages and evaluate their palaeoenvironmental interest. Several
groups of students worked on the deep-sea ostracods from the all the
major oceans. The importance of the formation and further circulation
of thewatermasses in these areas for the distribution ofwhole ostracod
assemblages was recognised (Dingle and Lord, 1990; Ayress et al.,
1997). Moreover, it became apparent that the SW Pacific region was
the cradle of a huge biodiversity of ostracods from where fauna spread
westwards during the Cenozoic (Whatley, 1990). Studies of ostracod
diversity in the North Atlantic showed that the evolution of ostracod di-
versity had regional dimensions (Coles et al., 1990; Rodriguez-Lazáro
and Cronin, 1999). It is interesting that the origin of the high deep-sea
diversity in the Southern Oceanwas also noted for other animal groups,
like bivalvemollusks (Gray, 2001), however, withoutmentioning all the
temporal dynamics documented by various ostracod researchers.
Within the ostracodologist community the problem of the origin of spe-
cies diversity represented a topic of discussion between themembers of
the various research teams in ISO-meetings, especially in Hous-
ton (1982), Shizuoka (1985) and Aberystwyth (1988). Angel
(1990) pointed out to the importance of the local food resources
for the development of rich and diverse ostracod assemblages in
the deep-sea.

Peypouquet (1975, 1977) noted that the deep-sea Krithe species in
palaeoenvironments with apparently low oxygen content displayed a
wider vestibulum. Based on this observation, a whole procedure to re-
construct palaeo-oxygenation using Krithe valves was offered (Benson
and Peypouquet, 1983). The approach remained undocumented by
clear experimental data (Athersuch et al., 1989) and unconfirmed by
other field and laboratory studies (Whatley and Zhao, 1993; Corbari,
2004). The Krithe debate merits mention here because it is an example
of how an opinion, even if not very precise, still had a positive effect,
namely it stimulated discussions and/or further research (Abate, et al.,
1993; Coles et al., 1994; van Harten, 1995; Majoran et al., 2000; Aiello
et al., 2007; Do Carmo et al., 2009). So we conclude that by adopting
the liberal view proposed by the philosopher of science P. Feyerabend:
“opinions are not useless” (Feyerabend, 1999).

The cooperation between R. H. Benson, with Italian colleagues,
especially with G. Bonaduce, on the Messinian Salinity Crisis in the
Proto-Mediterranean space, was substantiated by an important and
highly cited publication (Benson et al., 1991). The problem of the ostra-
cods of the “LagoMare” in Italy was further studied by several Italian re-
search groups, e.g. those of Bonaduce (Naples), of A. Bossio (Pisa) and of
E. Gliozzi, (Rome) (Bossio et al., 1996; Bonaduce and Sgarrella, 1999;
Aiello and Barra, 2001; Gliozzi et al., 2005).

The contribution of R. M. Forester for the correlation of ostracod dis-
tribution with water chemistry was important (De Deckker and
Forester, 1988) because it prepared a newway to use the ecological dis-
tribution of ostracods for palaeoenvironmental reconstructions using
either direct records or certain quantitative indices (Baltanás et al.,
1990; Smith, 1993; Forester et al., 1994; Curry, 1999). P. Carbonel and
co-workers further exploited this direction of research when studying
non-marine ostracods from various African aquatic water bodies
(Carbonel et al., 1988). Compared to the Forester approach, Carbonel
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and his colleagues fromTalence included the ornamentation of ostracod
valves in their analyses and further used it for palaeoenvironmental
reconstructions (Peypouquet et al., 1988). Especially interesting are
the field and laboratory experiments of F. Mezquita and G. Wansard
for calcium uptake and magnesium and strontium partitioning in the
calcite of ostracods (Mezquita et al., 1999; Wansard et al., 1999).

Another series of studies was made at the Limnological Institute in
Mondsee related to the morphology and eco/geographical distribution
of Limnocytherinae (Yin et al., 1999) and Candoninae (Baltanás et al,
2000; Namiotko et al., 2001). During the 1980s and 1990s, various as-
pects of Cytherissa lacustriswere also studied, leading to themonograph
“Cytherissa the Drosophila of Paleolimnology” (Danielopol et al., 1990).
Finally, one should emphasize for the period discussed here on the ca-
pacity of the late J-P. Colin to cooperate with many of his colleagues
and students (e.g. Cabral and Colin, 1998; Colin et al., 2000; Cabral
et al., 2005).

6.5. The International Research Group on Palaeozoic Ostracods (IRGPO)

The group continued to meet during ISO conventions and was es-
pecially active with excursions and discussions for the preparation of
the revision of Palaeozoic ostracods for the planned new version of
the R. C. Moore's “Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology” (TIPPO).
For instance, during ISO-10 in Aberystwyth, several talks were offered
and preceded by a lecture and discussion meeting of the Palaeozoic
Treatise team organised by D. J. Siveter at Leicester and an associated
three-day excursion to celebrated early Palaeozoic sections of Wales
and the Welsh borderlands. The network for Palaeozoic ostracod
studies, even if it was much smaller as compared to those of “post-
palaeozoists”, demonstrated during this time a “fraternity” with their
excursions and hot debates for better communication of the ostracod
data [HGU in Sd; DJS(C) in Sd].

Based on examination of publications dealing with Palaeozoic ostra-
cods, we recognise the effort of several specialists to use the actualistic
approach for a better reconstruction of the palaeobiology and the
phylogenetical position of selected fossil taxa especially those already
identified as belonging to Myodocopida, but also of Phosphatocopina,
theBradorida and the Leperditicopida. In various publications, J. Vannier
and K. Abe (e.g. Abe and Vannier, 1995; Vannier and Abe, 1995) used as
amodel the living species Vargula hilgendorfii to characterise the behav-
iour of the cylindroleberids, the way they respire and the importance of
the circulatory system. This information was then used for the
reconstruction of the physiological processes of several Cambrian and/
or Silurian ostracod-groups, inter alia bradorids (Vannier et al., 1997).
The extraordinary discovery of preserved limbs of Phosphatocopina
(Müller, 1979) and of Bradorida (Hou et al., 1996) demonstrated their
special position in the phylogenetic scheme of Crustacea (Maas and
Waloszek, 2005). Their morphological and palaeobiological aspects
continue to be studied by ostracodologists (Siveter, 2008). For our
sociological study, it is interesting to note the importance of the cooper-
ation of small groups of specialists (e.g. J. Vannier with K. Abe, David J.
Siveter with R. Lundin, D. Waloszek and/or M. Williams). Later on,
those specialists transferred their know-how to the next generation of
“palaeozoists” like C. Bennett and V. Perrier (Bennett, 2008; Perrier,
2012) and the collaborative work became larger during the last 10–
15 years (e.g. Siveter et al, 2003; Williams et al., 2003; Perrier et al.,
2013).

One of the important contributions of the IRGPO members during
this period was the new way to define Ostracoda either as a monophy-
letic or polyphyletic group and its potential affinities with other crusta-
cean groups. This “Fragestellung” is a thematic topic of carcinology that
was discussed previously in reviews like those of Maddocks (1982) and
McKenzie et al. (1983). Its re-discussion during ISO-14 in 2001 (Ikeya
et al., 2005) is an excellent example of the question asked by some of
us (KW in Sd) i.e. what exactly is the contribution of ostracod research
to debates on major questions of natural science. At the 14th ISO at
Shizuoka in 2001 (Ikeya et al., 2005), it was clear that such questions
have to be discussed via cooperation of palaeontologists with
neontologists and it is not surprising that it was a naturalist like D. J.
Horne who pointed out arguments for a polyphyletic structure of
what we consider nowadays the taxon Ostracoda (Horne, 2005). The
interest of this discussion was revitalised recently through the
contributions of molecular biologists, like T. Oakley and his working
group, who opt for a monophyletic structure of the Ostracoda within a
pancrustacean clade called Oligostraca (Oakley et al., 2012). This way
of seeing Ostracoda contrasts with the traditional approach of
previous generations who perceived this class of Crustacea as divided
in two sections, the Palaeozoic and the post-Palaeozoic ones. Professor
G. Becker, the well-known specialist for Devonian ostracods, in his
2001 Shizuoka lecture concluded with the following view: “Truly the
Ostracoda of the Palaeozoicwere different frommodernOstracoda – be-
cause of evolution” (Becker, 2005). Siveter and co-workers demonstrat-
ed the existence of ostracods resembling basically the modern
myodocopids already in the Silurian (Siveter et al., 2003; Siveter, 2008).

7. The Third Period in the Modern Ostracodology (from ~2003 to
2013) — activities of IRGOmembers within the “Global Village”

Marshal McLuhan, a theorist for sociology of media, had foreseen as
early as 1960 the development of electric (by extension electronic) tech-
nologies allowing enormous speed of the human inter-communication
on a global scale. In this way, the communication of future society will
resemble by analogy those of so-called “primitive villages”where inhab-
itants had the facility to directly inter-communicate. McLuhan coined for
this utopian vision the metaphorical term “Global Village” (Coupland,
2011). The concept is now widely employed for social interaction that
uses technologies like the Internet or World Wide Web by persons
located widely distant (Adams, 2010). Applied to our subject this is
what one of us (AS in Sd) call “the expansion of our capabilities in a
new collaborative landscape”.

The third period started with three international meetings, all held
during 2003 and which brought together ostracodologists mainly from
Europe and North America, namely the first meeting of the Italian
ostracodologists “In memory of Giuliano Ruggieri”, in Rimini (Gliozzi
and Russo, 2004), the fifth European Ostracodologists' Meeting “Build-
ing bridges with ostracods”, in Cuenca, Spain (Rodriguez-Lázaro Ed.,
2004), and the meeting at the Geological Society of America “Bridging
the gap, trends in the ostracode biological and geological sciences”, in
Seattle, U.S.A. (Park and Smith, 2003).

The economic constraints in Europe and North America increased
during this period and a reduction in the funds for scientific research
where ostracodologists could be involvedwas very visible. Severalmea-
sureswere detrimental to our research domain, namely the reduction of
funded projects, the downgrading of research laboratories and, related
to this, a reduction of research personnel. The number of active
ostracodologists in several countries shrunk drastically. If one compares
the data in the Newsletter “Cypris” 2012 with those presented in
“Cypris” 1997, in the U.S.A. a reduction of 75% of active researchers
took place, 77% in the U.K., 55% in Germany, only 22% in Italy, while ac-
tive ostracodologists in France remained stable but in low number.
These data have only an indicative value as we know that not all the
IRGO members send yearly reports to “Cypris”. However, the trend to
a reduction of ostracodological activities and their practitioners was
perceived also in other countries like Russia and China (E. Schornikov,
E. Tesakova and D. Zhai, pers. comm. to DLD).

Returning to Europe and North America, we note that most of the
ostracodologists work in academic institutions, like universities and
museums; there are now fewer ostracodologists employed by compa-
nies dealing with oil exploration. A spectacular opposite trend exists
in Brazil where for 2012 “Cypris” registered 23 ostracodologists, gradu-
ate personnel and students preparing master or doctoral theses. This
represents a 70% increase as compared to the data in the newsletter
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for 1997. The situation clearly reflects the economic activities in this
country where about 39% of the registered ostracodologists are
employed by oil companies. Also, the universities in Brazil continue to
have an active education systemwhere subjects dealing with ostracods
are offered to students for their degree projects. More interesting is the
new approach in theMicropalaeontology Department of the Institute of
Geosciences at the University of Brasilia where a zoologist, R. Pinto, has
been hired so that he “will improve integration between studies on
fossil and Recent Ostracoda” (statement of D. A. Do Carmo, head of the
institute, in “Cypris” 2013). Zoologists with a good knowledge on living
ostracods can help palaeontologists in the reconstruction of phyloge-
netic lineages and in the understanding of habitats where ostracod spe-
cies lived. As an example, the information on Microdarwinula in Brazil
published by Pinto et al. (2005) helped understanding the ecological re-
quirements of Tertiary microdarwinulids.

A widening of scientific cooperation led to a fast turnover of
knowledge on Ostracoda. This is visible in books very similar in aim
and domain of research, namely “Ostracoda in the Earth Sciences”
(De Deckker et al., 1988), “The Ostracoda— Applications in Quaternary
research” (Holmes and Chivas Eds., 2002) and the “Ostracoda as Proxies
for Quaternary Climate Change” (Horne et al. Eds., 2012). The books
were issued ~10 years apart and, by looking at their content, one can
see the rapid growth of techniques and expertise for palaeoclimate re-
construction. Five examples which in our opinion reflect the trend for
globalisation of research within wide and spatially spread networks
are presented below.

7.1. The OMEGA (Ostracod Meta-database of Environmental and
Geographic Attributes)

This is a project, discussed in 2011 at EOM-7 in Graz, which deals
with the development of a meta-database for ostracod species with
wide geographic distribution, some of them having an intercontinental
dispersion. For such ostracod species the database contains much
environmental and geographical information (Horne et al., 2011a).
The initial research network was formed by students from the U.S.A.,
Canada, U.K., Belgium, Germany and Japan. It started from a previous
European initiative, NODE, mentioned above, and into which was re-
cently integrated information from three North American databases:
NANODe (North American Ostracode Database), DOAD (an ostracod
database containing autecological information and stored at the
Canadian Museum of Nature in Ottawa), and NACODe (North
American Combined Ostracode Database) (Curry and Smith, 2012; AS
in Sd). To these databases other information from southern Africa and
East Asia will be added in due course. The OMEGA meta-database
should “facilitate global palaeoclimatological, paleoenvironmental and
biogeographical research using ostracods” (Horne et al., 2011a).

D. J. Horne, one of the initiators of OMEGA, developed the idea of
taxonomic harmonisation for the practical identification of ostracods
that shouldbe used in globalmonitoring schemes. Itmeans that ostracods
should be identified by clearmorphological traits visible inmany popula-
tions within large geographical areas. It therefore also supposes that the
various populations should display approximately similar ecological
and/or biological attributes. This idea represents a conceptual innovation
with wide applications. Some specialists, considered as taxonomic split-
ters, use minimal discriminant characters for species definition. This
leads to difficulties when taxa are used for ecological purposes. Sames
and Horne (2012) show that taxonomic harmonisation is a useful ap-
proach for palaeoecological application even for older fossil taxa, such as
those of late Mesozoic non-marine ostracods belonging to Cypridea.

7.2. Stable isotopes and transfer functions for non-marine ostracods

These are applications that became common tools for palaeoenviron-
mental reconstructions during the last 10 years. L. Decrouy shows that
the number of publications dealing with stable isotopes increased
especially through research in United States, Germany and China (LD
Figs. 2 and 6 in Sd). Considering the researchers working in the latter
two countries, we note the existence of dynamic networks based on sci-
entific trans-regional cooperation. First, at national scale a cooperation
contract between Germany and China named “Tibetan Plateau: For-
mation–Climate–Ecosystems” (TIP) where the German research
agency, DFG, funded the so-called Priority Programme 1372. As sub-
projects, there are several themes of research where ostracodologists
are very active; for example, the group led by A. Schwalb (Technical
University Braunschweig) and that led by P. Frenzel (University of
Jena) studying mainly lakes on the southern part of the Tibet Plateau,
like Lake Nam Co. Another group of German scientists lead by S.
Mischke (Free University Berlin, now University of Potsdam) investi-
gates the northern part of the Tibet Plateau. In both cases, Chinese col-
leagues from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Tibetan
Plateau Research (Zhu Liping, Shishang Kang and their students), from
Qinghai Institute of Salt Lakes (Zhongping Lai and co-workers) as well
as from other institutions like Lanzhou University (Wanyi Zhang) are
partners. As examples of research projects, wemention here the impact
of the dynamics of the monsoon on Lake Nam Co's water level fluctua-
tions during the Holocene (Frenzel et al, 2010; Wrozyna et al., 2012)
and the successful cooperation of the group who studied Lake Donggi
Cona in Qinghai Province. A whole series of publications has been com-
pleted by S. Mischke and his German and Chinese co-workers (Mischke
et al., 2008, 2010). Geoarchaeology projectswhere ostracods play an im-
portant role significantly developed as compared with the previous pe-
riods. Carbonel (1983) studied ostracods from the famous site Taudenni
in Mali, Griffiths (1999) published on a Mesolithic site in Ireland, Maz-
zini and her colleagues (Mazzini et al., 2011) studied ostracods from the
Roman Imperial harbours of Portus, near Roma, Lord and co-workers in-
vestigated a Neolithic site in Portugal (Lord et al., 2011)).

DecLakes (Decadal Holocene and Late-glacial variability of the oxy-
gen isotopic composition in precipitation over Europe reconstructed
from deep-lake sediments) is another trans-regional project this
time at the European scale funded by the European Science Founda-
tion in cooperation with national agencies for supporting research.
Ostracodologists from France (U. von Grafenstein), Germany (N. Ander-
sen), Poland (T. Namiotko), Spain (A. Baltanás) and Austria (D. L.
Danielopol) studied the Late Glacial and Holocene ostracods of
deep-lakes Mondsee (Upper Austria), Iseo (northern Italy) and
Hancza in northeastern Poland during 2003–2007. Stable isotopes
of oxygen and carbon of fossil ostracods were used for the
palaeoclimatic reconstruction on both sides of the Alps as compared
to those of northern part of Poland. The project was developed as a
multidisciplinary study having also the cooperation of sedimentolo-
gists and geochemists belonging to German, French and Italian insti-
tutions (Lauterbach et al., 2011; Namiotko et al., 2013). The success
of the project has to be viewed also as the product of the social life.
Ostracodologists and their geologist colleagues fused in an “enlarged
scientific family”, where every year they met for workshops
organised in one of the participant countries as well as during the
field work. These places with their social life formed for a short peri-
od of time “villages of scientific life”, in the sense of J. Ziman's meta-
phoric term (Ziman, 1984).

7.3. The cooperation for taxonomic revision of the Eastern and Central
Paratethys ostracod fauna

This activity became a real necessity for ostracodologists after 1990
because of palaeoecologic and palaeobiogeographic interest inWestern
Europe, especially in Italy. Species like Loxocorniculina djafarovi
Schneider (Grossi et al., 2011), known at the time from the Eastern
Paratethys in northern Abkhazia (Suzin, 1956), occurs in Messinian de-
posits in Italy, togetherwith awhole range of other species fromEastern
and Central Paratethys. The revision of the Paratethys fauna became
necessary because the original descriptions made mainly during
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1950–1960 by specialists from East and Central European countries
were rather incomplete. After 1990, the possibility to visit colleagues
and to work in the field in Eastern and /or Central European countries
like Russia, Romania and Slovakia allowed ostracodologists from both
geo-political areas to cooperate. E. Gliozzi presents her experience
with the examination of ostracods from collections made by Soviet spe-
cialists like V. E. Livental (EG in Sd). Gliozzi emphasizes the extraordi-
nary capacity for cooperation and the generosity of Russian and
Romanian colleagues during her studies in Moscow, St. Petersburg and
Bucharest. A multi-author publication resulted from this cooperation
is proposed for the present journal and a long abstract was published
for ISO-17 (Gliozzi et al, 2013). The same successful cooperation be-
tween colleagues fromCentral and Eastern Europewith their colleagues
from Western Europe is apparent in various recent publications (e.g.
Boomer et al., 2000, 2005; Danielopol et al., 2008; Krijgsman et al,
2010; Stoica et al., 2013).
7.4. Newperspectives for the research dealingwith deep-sea ostracod fauna

The success of this research direction is due to several factors. Firstly,
there is a societal need for better understanding of the way climate
changed in the past and what we can expect in the near future.
Secondly, we note a stronger cooperation between palaeontologists
and zoologists. Thirdly, established models or accepted hypotheses
were re-examined by young ostracodologists with much more critical
attention than done by earlier specialists. Finally, we observe that, as
during the previous analysed periods, some of the national research
agencies continued to fund multidisciplinary projects. For instance, re-
search in the North Atlantic Ocean, in the sub-polar area, presented in
Alvarez Zarikian (2009), Alvarez Zarikian et al. (2009) and completed
within the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP),was partly funded
by the Joint Oceanographic Institutions-US Science Support Program
(JOI-USSSP) and by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
Their research on ostracods (Alvarez Zarikian, 2013) confirms studies
of T. M. Cronin, M. Yasuhara, G. Hunt and their colleagues (Cronin
et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2005; Yasuhara et al., 2009)who, using high res-
olution analysis of sediment cores, show that temperature fluctuations
in the Atlantic deep-sea follow the earth's orbital variability on millen-
nial to decadal scales. This aspect is interesting because it supersedes
the traditional view of oceanic depths as thermally stable environments
over long periods of time (thousands of years) andwhere high diversity
of meiofauna developed (Gray, 2001). Moreover, looking to the re-
search activities of Cronin and his working groupwe note that during
this last period they were amongst themost productive investigators
of the Atlantic deep-sea using a wide range of techniques for
palaeoenvironmental reconstruction. Cronin was also able to transmit
his know-how to young collaborators. He encouraged his co-workers
to document the fossil fauna with detailed descriptions, SEM images,
multivariate statistics, chemical analysis of the valves, and transfer func-
tions for key ecological factors derived from ostracod data (Cronin et al.,
2002; Yasuhara et al., 2009). For his outstanding scientific research, T. M.
Croninwas awarded the 2009 BradyMedal of TheMicropalaeontological
Society (Horne and Lord, 2010). An interesting case of collaboration
across disciplines and generations is that of the young scientists,
S. Brandão, a zoologist, and I. Slipper, a palaeontologist, with a
more experienced investigator, D. J. Horne (Horne et al., 2011b). Their
joint contribution lead to the refutation of an accepted palaeoecologic
model called the “Platycopid Signal Hypothesis” (PSH) proposed by
Lethiers and Whatley (1994). First, Brandão started with observations
on living specimens (Brandão, 2008), which were continued with a
critical examination of the PSH model and its predictions (Brandão
and Horne, 2009) and, finally, it was demonstrated that it is not the
low oxygen concentration in the deep-sea that explains the abundance
of platycopids but their feeding efficiency in oceanic oligotrophic
habitats (Horne et al., 2011b).
Another progressive aspect in ostracod research is the application of
molecular biological techniques when combined with more classic
studies on morphologic traits; these allow better documentation of
the high species diversity of selected ostracod lineages widespread in
the deep-sea (Brandão et al., 2010). Related to this question are the evo-
lutionary biological studies of T. Oakley and his research group on
myodocopids using molecular biology and phylogenetic methods.
Syme andOakley (2012) argued for a possibility to refuteDollo's law re-
lating to the irreversibility of morphologic traits, such as the regressed
eyes of oceanic cylindroleberidids. The reversibility of morphologic
traits was discussed by Dingle (2003) and Horne (2010) with argu-
ments from fossil ostracods, but the application of molecular–biological
techniques is appealing for this debate.We thus perceive progress in the
study of deep-sea ostracods. In the examples we mentioned the
important role of cooperation between young andmore experienced re-
searchers represents a sociological dimension involving IRGOmembers.

7.5. The SexAseX project and the concept of integrative taxonomy

This is a European Community project within the Marie Curie Re-
search Training Networks (RTN) programme 2004–2008. The project
led by one of us (KM) dealt with the study of a model ostracod species,
Eucypris virens, its morphology, ecology, behaviour, genetics, molecular
biology, and geographical distribution. The main interest was to better
understand why this species, widespread in Europe, and now also
known in Australia (as a passive introduction from Europe), is repre-
sented by sexual and asexual populations. There is also the question of
why should this ostracod species switch from sexuality to parthenogen-
esis.Within the project experienced ostracod researchers from Belgium,
the Czech Republic, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Poland and Spain,
worked together with students from different countries like Portugal,
Sweden and Germany. These latter students received in a multidisci-
plinary environment training and transfer of knowledge existing in
the host institutions (Cordis-homepage- http://cordis.europa.eu/
projects/rcn/73697_en.html and KM and IS in the Sd). As compared to
the previous European project developed within the Human Capital
and Mobility programme and discussed above this one integrated biol-
ogists who were specialists in other animal groups than the ostracods,
or who worked on theoretical problems of evolution. This allowed
wider discussion and transfer of information during courses and exter-
nal workshops. The output of the project in journals with high impact
factors and wide distribution is impressive (Adolffson et al., 2009;
Bode et al., 2010; Schmit et al., 2013). Lead authors of these three pub-
lications were doctoral students who completed their PhD theses with
material worked on during this research period. The number of co-
authors is remarkable as an expression of cooperative work; Bode
et al. (2010) has 12 co-authors of which five are doctoral students.
Through this project we now see that widely distributed species like
E. virens represent a cluster of cryptic species and that the mode of
reproduction is related to specific environmental conditions.

With the experience accumulated from this project two of us (KM
and IS) launched a multidisciplinary project in Australia where, beside
E. virens, another ostracod group, Bennelongia, was studied applying
the same conceptual approach, namely simultaneous study of morpho-
logical traits, molecular biological characterisation of populations for
phylogenetic reconstructions, studies of ecological requirements and
of geographical distribution. For this multidisciplinary study, specialists
and students from Europe and Australia worked together again
(Koenders et al., 2012; Martens et al., 2012; De Deckker and Martens,
2013).

An “integrative taxonomy” emerged for a Bennelongia phylogenetic
lineage with the documentation of many new species (KM and IS in
Sd). Finally, one should see in the research of K. Martens, I. Schön and
their colleagues, an expression of the intellectual interconnection
which developed at a transcontinental scale. It shows us that the
world is getting “smaller” and easily accessible for scientists.

http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/73697_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/73697_en.html
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8. The quest for improved communication — perennial themes in
ostracodology

In any research domain there are subjects which are transmitted
from one generation to the next, each time adapted to the momentary
Zeitgeist and scientific needs. For ostracodology the communication of
information took two different directions. The oldest one is the imaging
of ostracods as away of conveying the descriptive information in amore
complete and exact way. Several of us [RMK, DJS(I), KW in Sd] offer de-
tailed information on this subject which is only briefly presented here.
The practical importance for ostracod communication is discussed by
GM in Sd.

The other direction of communication is the dissemination of
ostracod information through written and/or electronic pathways of
discussion and/or transmission of data between specialists, outside the
meetings like ISO, EOM or the national conferences. (RMK & FV in Sd).
The material substrate for this second direction of communication
improved during the 50 years period and combined with the imaging
approach forms the basis for what Latour (2005) called the non-
human component of the Actor Network Theory. Around these commu-
nication themata, social networks with IRGOmembers developed aswe
will show below.

8.1. Major steps in the evolution of imaging techniques for ostracods

During the Heroic Period of Ostracodology, i.e. end of 18th and the
first part of the 19th century, ostracods were illustrated, sometimes
with imaginary details (RMK in Sd). The exact illustration of ostracods
in the monograph of G.W. Müller (1894) represented a historic event
which attracted many specialists to the Biological Station in Naples, as
previously discussed. It was the practical necessity for improved illus-
tration of ostracods that determined ostracod specialists during the
mid 20th century to develop photographic techniques related to LM
(light microscopy). E. Triebel during 1940–1960 achieved an extraordi-
nary photographic precision with his illustrations for both ostracod
valves and limbs (Triebel, 1968; RMK in Sd). Some of us noticed that
the Triebel illustrations for type material deposed in the collection of
Senckenberg Museum were more useful and informative as compared
to the original material too delicate to be displaced or examined in for-
eign laboratories. Similarly, the seminal cytological work by Rome
(1947) provided exceptional observations an outstanding illustrations
of the anatomy and nervous system of a single freshwater ostracod
Herpetocypris reptans. As many curators have similar problems, namely
a reluctance to send out precious material from collections, one of us
(GM in Sd) proposes general adoption to develop an efficient photo-
graphic documentation and to offer illustrations to ostracodologists in-
terested in museum material, instead of loaning valuable and delicate
ostracod material. This latter project can be successful only with social
consensus within our scientific community, that ostracodologists and
museum curators communicate in a co-active way in order to get the
exact information required.

The next breakthrough in the illustration of ostracodswas facilitated
by electron microscopy. For the first time the Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) provided for detailed surface views of valves greatly
improved the documentation of fossil ostracods. Sandberg and Hay
(1967), followed by P. A. Sandberg alone and by P. C. Sylvester-
Bradley, offered information on this new technique, showing especially
the importance of combining the SEM techniquewith stereoscopic pro-
cedures. Finally, it was Sylvester-Bradley (1973) who produced the
practical change in imaging ostracods with SEM when he launched
the series A Stereo-Atlas of Ostracod Shells that he edited from the begin-
ning with his then postdoctoral research assistant David J. Siveter. The
introductory essay had a suggestive title: The New Palaeontography
(Sylvester-Bradley, 1973). During the next 20 years about 700 species
were published with SEM stereoscopic microphotographs [DJS(I) in
Sd] and the application of the SEM to ostracod visualisation became
the standard method in the taxonomic description, especially for
palaeontological purposes. It appears now (but see also Benson,
1982a) that Sylvester-Bradley with his Stereo-Atlas project produced
what one could call a scientific revolution in ostracod description. For
the purposes of this review it is important to stress the sociological as-
pect of the SEM imaging. Those who were lucky to have a SEM in their
institutions were always generous to help their IRGO colleagues. H. J.
Oertli, D. Keyser, I. Slipper and D. J. Horne helped many times their col-
leagues who had not benefitted from this facility. The enthusiastic sup-
port of the various teams of editors for the success of A Stereo-Atlas of
Ostracod Shells is one of the sociological aspects of IRGO.

Another imaging revolution was the discovery of Palaeozoic
bivalved arthropods looking like ostracods and which being incrusted
and impregnated with calcium phosphate allowed the preservation
not only of valves but also of the limbs still existing into the carapace.
It is the achievement of K. J. Müller (University of Bonn) to have devel-
oped an efficient technique to recover phosphatocopid specimens from
Cambrian and other Palaeozoic sediments, of what are called
phosphatocopids, with limbs that in many cases were surprisingly
well preserved (Müller, 1964). Later, Hou et al. (1996, 2010) demon-
strated that (Cambrian) bradoriids had an anatomy different to those
of Ostracoda. Even if we know now that these two groups belong phy-
logenetically outside the Eucrustacea, the ostracodological approach
helped enormously to build a new picture of the early diversification
of proto-crustacean groups which lead to Ostracoda (Walossek, 1999).
This information was transmitted to ostracodologists during various
ISO and EOM meetings (Müller, 1979; Maas and Waloszek, 2005;
Siveter, 2008). The revolutionary approach of Müller allowed recovery
of phosphatised fossil ostracods with limbs from Late Palaeozoic strata,
Devonian (Olempska et al., 2012) and post-Palaeozoic deposits, (Bate,
1972; Smith, 2000; Williams et al., 2008; Matzke-Karasz et al., 2013).
Here again IRGO-members (palaeontologists and neoontologists)
cooperated in networks for description and interpretation of their
material.

The most recent developments in imaging ostracods have produced
the next scientific revolution. Siveter et al. (2003) reconstructed with
virtual images the limbs of a Palaeozoic (Lower Silurian) myodocope
ostracod. R. Matzke-Karasz and co-workers used X-ray synchrotron to-
mography for evidetiation of petrified sperm of non-marine ostracods
of Cretaceous and Early Miocene (Matzke-Karasz et al., 2009, 2014).
Other ostracodologists could obtain images of mummified spermato-
zoids in Early Pleistocene ostracods using scanning confocal microscopy
(Iepure et al., 2012). Again, as with the phosphatised fossils of K. J. Müller
and his colleagues, the new images and structural reconstructions needed
interpretation and offered a chance for scientific cooperative work in
order to make palaeobiological or palaeoecological reconstructions
(Williams et al., 2011; DJS(I); RMK in Sd).

Another imaging development was the representation of ostracod
valves using a synthetic pictorial format with an explicit nomenclature
of the surface structures (Sylvester-Bradley and Benson, 1971). This
simplification of ostracod representation helped communication of de-
scriptive data. The approach led in some ways to the next break-
through in the imaging of ostracod valves namely the usage of geomet-
ric morphometrics and multivariate statistical methods for recognition
of morphological traits (Baltanás et al., 2003). Considering these latter
techniques R. H. Benson, R. L. Kaesler, R. Reyment and A. Baltanás con-
tributed substantially during the last 40–50 years to the development
of various algorithms (Baltanás and Danielopol, 2011). Interestingly,
some old techniques useful for imaging ostracods, like the argentophilic
staining of tissues developed by Demal and Rome (1953) should be-
come in the future more popular (KW in Sd).

8.2. Gradual changes with the dissemination of ostracod information

IRGO colleagues, since already Naples Symposium, 1963, considered
the necessity to better convey ostracod information to specialists active
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within other scientific directions or directly to laymen. The first step for
effective communication outside the ostracod meetings was the pro-
duction of a newsletter for which E. Gerry was the mastermind for
20 years. With enormous enthusiasm, he collected information all
around the world and produced the quarterly newsletter named “The
Ostracodologist”. The editorial activities of the newsletter which were
based in Israel moved in 1983 to the United States where E. Brouwers
took in her hands the destiny of what we know now as the “Cypris”
newsletter. The last issues were produced in cooperation with one of
us (FV) at the University of Cologne. Both newsletters were of invalu-
able help to IRGO ostracodologists offering bibliographic information,
addresses of colleagues and brief information of scientific activities.

The next innovation of IRGOwas the implementation in 1995 by R. F.
Maddocks on the University of Houston server of an electronic
discussion-platform named OSTRACON. About 300 ostracodologists
are nowadays registered. A wide range of information circulates
through OSTRACON, especially requests for bibliographic data or recip-
rocal information on techniques or other matters (e.g. a recent discus-
sion was about how and/or who could translate several specialised
ostracod terms from Russian into English or French). In this way,
“Cypris” and OSTRACON are two important factors which contributed
to the social cohesion of our ostracodologist community. The current
use of the English language as lingua franca for scientific communication
helps the dissemination of knowledge. As an example the doctoral the-
sis of H. Uffenorde written in German (Uffenorde, 1972) is only quoted
twice by Google Scholar (information from 30.02.2013) while the same
work published in English (Uffenorde, 1975) is listed 43 times!

An important achievement for our community is the Kempf Data-
base Ostracoda (KDO) based at the University of Cologne (Kempf,
1980–2013). This invaluable stock of information of about 300,000
data entries, presented in the form of books and CDs as well as a library
of about 20,000 publications, is a wonderful resource and attracts con-
stant consultation. From 1974 until now, the databank was developed
and managed by one person, Professor E. Kempf. The Society of Friends
of IRGO has initiated an action to develop around the KDO an Ostracod
Information Service Centre with permanent personnel around the KDO.

Another aspect of dissemination of ostracod data that has an impact
on the social aspects of IRGO members is the cooperative production of
books with a special topic or aim. For a long period, ostracodologists
used as an introductory text van Morkhoven's book “Post-Palaeozoic
Ostracoda, their morphology, taxonomy and economic use” (van
Morkhoven, 1962) in combination with the ‘Ostracoda’ volume Q of
the American Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology (Moore, 1961).
The two volumes by van Morkhoven (1962) used much information
fromE. Triebel's long ostracod experience aswell as Kesling's (1951) su-
perb illustrations and his study of ostracod ontogeny. Before that, there
was also the seminal volume the Fauna of the USSR produced by
Bronstein (1947; translated into English in 1988), but only dealing
with freshwater ostracods. Parallel to this monograph was the impor-
tant monograph by Elofson on the ecology of marine ostracoda from
Sweden (Elofson, 1941; translated into English in 1969). During the
1980s, it became necessary to offer books on progress made in
ostracodology during the contemporary period. Therefore, van den
Bold (1974) edited a volume in the memory of the ostracodologist
Henry V. Howe onmany new aspects of ostracods. Further, De Deckker,
Colin and Peypouquet edited “Ostracoda in the Earth Sciences” (De
Deckker et al., 1988) in which 15 colleagues offered a wide range of os-
tracod information that is still very helpful for present-dayworkers. One
should mention also the cooperative effort for the production of synop-
tic books necessary for identification of ostracods, like “A stratigraphic
index of British Ostracoda” (Bate and Robinson, 1978), the “Atlas des
Ostracodes de France” (Oertli, 1985), the guide-book “Marine and
brackish water ostracods” (McKenzie et al., 1989) and the “Ostracods
in British stratigraphy” (Whittaker and Hart, 2009). These books play
an important role for the routine identification of ostracod material.
Looking to the list of contributors in these books we recognise
immediately the friendly relationships which existed at the time be-
tween the various specialists and which certainly helped the cohesion
of the projects. HJO remembering the French ostracod atlas stressed
the immense satisfaction the authors had once they saw the completion
of their project. And the same feeling of friendship and satisfaction
probably existed also for the teams of the other books.

Another effort of ostracodologists was to integrate their research
within a wider spectrum of topics. In 1970, P. C. Sylvester-Bradley pro-
posed the transformation of the International Palaeontological Union
into a functioning International Palaeontological Association (IPA) to
which 14 research groups were affiliated. Three of them dealt with os-
tracods (Teichert and Yochelson, 1985). M. J. Copeland was in charge
for research group Palaeozoic Ostracoda, R. H. Whatley for Post-
palaeozoic ones and A. Sokač for Neogene ostracods. This decision rep-
resents an important initiative towards the integration of ostracod re-
search within a broader scientific landscape. Several years later, K. G.
McKenzie initiated the series of symposia named “Shallow Tethys”.
Shallowmarine and freshwater ostracods of Tethys formed a special re-
search group which discussed their data during four Tethys-symposia
and within a broader audience of palaeontologists dealing with other
fossil groups (McKenzie, 1978, 1987). Here we mention an example of
the way ostracodologists were able to translate their knowledge to a
wider spectrum of specialists. With the same line of thought, Schön
et al. (2009) edited a multi-author book dealing with the problem of
the evolutionary biology of parthenogenesis. The experience obtained
from the two European research projects (NODE, SexAseX) were
integrated and further discussed within the broad spectrum of topics
presented by a wide range of specialists.

9. Final thoughts: IRGO, the “great ostracodologist family”

H. J. Oertli expressed the idea that members of IRGO through their
good relationships could be considered “a big family” (HJO in Sd). Social
networks viewed as a metaphorical family was discussed by Koch
(2005). Social systems maintain their internal coherence and implicitly
their existence through communication between participants and are
able to perpetuate from one generation to the other. This is exactly
what we showed in this report, that IRGO developed its own dynamics
of communication within a clear organisational structure. The same ap-
plies with EOM, the European Ostracodologist Meetings and further
with the national or more local meetings like the ostracod activities of
the TMS (The Micropalaeontological Society) in the U. K., or ROLF
(Réunion des Ostracodologistes de Langue Française) related more to
francophone specialists or the IGOM (International German
Ostracodologists Meeting), initially developed for German speaking
ostracodologists, and so on. But more important are the lively commu-
nications during official meetings like the ISO-s (RMK & FV in Sd; AL
in Sd). The last conventions had around 100–130 participants from
many countries (Fig. 5).

We have noted for the 50 years period and the ISO meetings a clear
turnover of three generations of ostracodologists. During the ISO-17 in
Rome, we perceived the arrival of the fourth generation of ostracod
practitioners, and enthusiastic researchers (www.irgo.ostracoda.net).
This image of IRGO appearsmore optimistic than the idea of a shrinking
ostracodological community as mentioned in OSTRACON during 2012.
It is also interesting to observe the sociological profile of this communi-
ty, namely it remained largely closed during the ISO-meetings, most of
the participants were ostracodologists. Hence some of us (AB, AL during
ISO-14, Chatham, KW in the Sd) wish(ed) to encourage broadening of
the social profile following the pioneering ideas of P. C. Sylvester-
Bradley mentioned above.

Outside the IRGO social network one notes that many
ostracodologists work(ed) within multidisciplinary groups and in this
way they are integrated in a sort of “invisible college”. It would be prof-
itable to have participants within IRGO who are not necessarily highly
specialised ostracodologists. The cooperation between De Deckker and

http://www.irgo.ostracoda.net
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esa.net. (Credit: AS).
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his colleague Chivas (PDD in Sd) is an excellent model for the necessity
of opening our communication network with non-ostracodologists.

During the development of this project several of us (EG, DJS, SC)
suggested that our report should represent a helpful message to the
young generation of ostracod researchers. D. L. Hull in his book “Science
as a process” notes the smallest unit in science is the individual re-
searcher, whohas to develophis or her personality (Hull, 1988). The im-
portance of working within creative teams represents the best chance
for young scientists to develop their scientific profile which can further
lead to new career opportunities. Several of the co-authors of this report
mentioned the importance of strong personalities who played a role
during their research activities. Sylvester-Bradley, Neale, Lethiers,
Grékoff, Hartmann, Puri, Ruggieri, Bonaduce and Benson were men-
tioned by NP, AR, DJS, AL, SC, JPC, in Sd. These exemplary personalities
could attract the interest of young ostracodologists now. This is precise-
ly what the recipient of the Sylvester-Bradley Award for the best com-
munication of a young scientist participant to the ISO-17 in Rome, July
2013 told to one of us (DLD).

Related to the centres of excellencementioned above, we should re-
member the contributions of personalities who invest(ed) their energy
for the maintenance of good working facilities in their laboratories. Al-
though in recent years departments, laboratories and/or working
groups became reduced, nevertheless, during the same period one no-
tices that other successful working groups are emerging, some of
them within a consortium of laboratories. The merits is not only of re-
searchers but also to the leaders of these research groups, persons
who devote time to apply for grants, to present results to various meet-
ings andwho support efficiently their students. This managerial activity
is an important sociological aspect, sometimes a real art of the persons
involved that should be recognised and if possible adopted by newer
workers in preparation for the future.

It is also important to recognise a pattern of cyclicity over time for
the interest on ostracod research. For instance, the exploration of fossil
ostracods in caves, a subject pioneered by Gliozzi and Mazzini (1998)
is nowa subject dealtwith by ostracodologistswithin a newperspective
(Matzke-Karasz et al, 2013; SI in Sd); all this is a proof of the force of a
new generation of ostracodologists to continue ideas of older
colleagues.

Collections of ostracods well stored and curated in museums, which
others can use for their studies, appear as an important component of
the “social game” presented here. Globally, there are many important
collections of ostracods, for example in London (Natural History
Museum),Washington (US National Museum), Frankfurt (Senckenberg
Museum), St. Petersburg (VNIGRI), Oslo, Tokyo, Naples, Vienna, etc.,
some ofwhich are of historical importance but now inactive, as opposed
to London,Washington and Frankfurt where the collections continue to
be researched and supplemented. In recent decades, new collections
have been actively developed in Japan (Shizuoka), Brazil (Brasilia) and
China (Nanjing). A full account of international ostracod collections
and their condition is needed. There are relatively few on-line resources
where details of these collections can be found quickly and easily, so a
full account of international ostracod collections and their condition is
needed. Easy access to and cross referencing this collections archive of
past and present ostracod work by IRGO members will strengthen the
scientific integrity of the work and will facilitate new collaborations
for the future.

An interesting development of IRGO which recently emerged but
very clearly expressed during the ISO-17 in Rome was the disappear-
ance of the apparent cleavage between the communications of the
community of Palaeozoic ostracod specialists and those of so-called
“post-palaeozoists” ostracod specialists. If one remembers that at the
6th ISO meeting in Saalfelden, 1976, colleagues working on Palaeozoic
ostracods initiated their own communication group, the IRGPO, now
2013 at the ISO-17 in Rome it was from the very beginning requested
by one of us (SC) to have the lectures of IRGPO-members within the
same hall with those of the “post-palaeozoists” andwe heard convincing
arguments during the lectures of our colleagues for the way it appears
now that Palaeozoic ostracods had already in their basic limb
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morphology acquired features visible in the living related groups
(Siveter, 2013). This situation opens an immense capacity of
communication between all kinds of ostracodologists, “palaeozoists”
and “post-palaeozoists”, with further possibilities for cooperative re-
search and participation of new generations.

If we look back from the present day (2013) over the past 50 years
we note that from the original group of ostracodologistswho participat-
ed 1963 to the ISO-1 only two colleagues are still with us, L. S. Kornicker
and H. J. Oertli. There is a middle age generation that started during the
next 3–4 ISOmeetings and a young generationworkingmainlywith the
latter group. As we showed this last group is active, involved in produc-
tive projects and, as this report tried to document, IRGO is very lively.
Perhaps this feeling of “successful family” is due to the fact that IRGO
with its regular meetings and additional extra-meeting communication
is represented by a group of ostracodologists that is not too large, with
many young and active participants and in this way it is easily to main-
tain personal contacts (HGU in Sd). Some of us express satisfaction at
seeing students who enrolled in our courses, having become nowadays
well established ostracodologists. These latter maintain a double rela-
tionship, on the one hand they cooperate with us, the former teachers,
being colleagues and friends, on the other hand, they are actively trans-
mitting their knowledge to a new generation of students, representing
the ostracodologists of tomorrow.

We will conclude our essay with a feeling of gratitude to all the
Ostracodophili who left us but offered somany and important scientific
information. We dedicate these thoughts to them but also to the new
generation of ostracod sympathisers. So the Shakespeare dictum used
by one of the participants (C. W. Wagner) at the Naples' symposium
1963, during a discussion session (Puri Ed., 1964, p. 602), seems well
suited for the positive continuation of the IRGO social activities too:
“the play can go on and the actors can change”.
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